AISM Ethos

Our Core Values
especting and caring for each other
being dedicated to a culture of
Openness in
Acting with
Being
Creating an

xcellence
ommunication
ntegrity
assionate in what we do
njoyable environment

Our Purpose
To educate the youth of the world to take
their productive place as leaders in the global community

EXPLORE

Our Motto
EXTEND

EXCEL
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Principal’s
Message

Extending Learners,
Providing Global Opportunities to Learners

Increasingly, the destinies of our students are being shaped by global influences, technological
advances and a mobile global workforce. The key to success in the future will be more about
flexibility, creativity, entrepreneurship and working harmoniously together, albeit sometimes
remotely or virtually. Hence, an empowering education, that extends all learners, needs to be
responsive, reflective and relevant for the future.
The collection and analysis of diagnostic, formative and summative data once again proved
to be invaluable to teachers in 2016 as they planned their teaching to extend all students. It
is not enough to simply have faith in a new teaching framework; only data can satisfactorily
verify the benefits of a change in practice. Last year’s decision by the School to commit to a
whole-school research-informed way of teaching, was once again supported by a second
year of outstanding International Schools’ Assessment results across the School. AISM
students are now outperforming or substantially outperforming their international peers in
almost 90% of all Mathematics, Reading and Writing categories across Years 3 to 10.
Dr Deborah Priest, Principal

Further evidence of the success of the AISM teaching and learning program came through individual student successes in a range of Malaysian,
regional and international learning experiences and challenges. Of particular note were the six Gold Medals won by students in the annual
University of New South Wales International Competitions and Assessments for Schools Tests. Only students with the top score in each subject
in each year level are awarded a medal. In 2016, over 980,000 entries were received but only 514 students from Australia and 100 students
from New Zealand and the Pacific Region were awarded medals for their outstanding achievement, of which six came from AISM students.
91%
88%

84%

83%
79%

77%

2015

2016

Student Satisfaction

2015

2016

Parent Satisfaction

2015

2016

Staff Engagement

A significant strength of AISM has been the engagement and connectedness
of its students and broader community. These figures are an important
indicator that, despite the transient nature of the expatriate population of the
School, the foundations for providing an outstanding international education
to extend all students were clearly in place at AISM in 2016.
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From The
Board
The Board is encouraged by the initiatives instituted at the school over the last couple of years
as detailed by Dr. Deborah Priest in this Annual Review. These achievements reflect a vibrant
learning environment with our students excelling in various diverse areas.
AISM also reached a milestone with the commencement of the car park construction that has
been delayed for several years now. We thank all parents for their patience over the years.
Hopefully, when the new car park is completed at the end of 2017, our students, parents and
teachers will experience improved parking facilities as well as better campus security. Upon
completion, we will also be studying other areas of improvement for the school with the aim to
make AISM an outstanding place of learning.

Mr BK Gan, President of Taylor’s Schools

It has always been the school’s objective to continually develop and enhance the learning experience of every child in the school. Thus, I
look forward to AISM being accredited as a Visible Learning School, an approach that the school has adopted and worked on over the years.
In short, Visible Learning is an evidence-based approach to teaching and learning that is informed by the research conducted by Professor
John Hattie from the University of Melbourne.
To this end, I wish the students, teachers and parents, all the best for the year ahead.

HIGHLIGHT OF 2016
Students Create History with Six Gold Medals in ICAS
Our students won the most number of Gold Medals in AISM history in the
International Competitions and Assessments for Schools (ICAS) in 2016.
The ICAS is an an extremely challenging series of academic assessments
for primary and secondary school students administered by the University
of New South Wales (UNSW).

AISM ICAS Gold Medallists : (L-R) Daryl Lee, Zo Ee Teh, Megan Yap, Nichole Ong and Alexus Ong.

Total of 600 medals awarded to students in Australia , New Zealand
and Pacific Region

AISM wins 1%
of all medals
awarded in
ICAS 2016

6 Gold Medals won by AISM Students who achieved the top score in
the competition

6,300 schools from 20 countries participated

385 Malaysian schools participated
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Visible
Learning

The School’s Visible Learning journey continues, with AISM on track to becoming the first
certified Visible Learning school in South East Asia in 2017. Based on the findings of the largest
research project of its type ever conducted, application of the Visible Learning approach to
teaching and learning is proven to add significant value to student academic achievement.

Parent / Student / Teacher Learning Conferences
The introduction of Parent / Student / Teacher Learning Conferences has provided an opportunity for all key parties to work together to analyse
achievement data, set learning goals, and ensure academic success. These three way learning conferences are crucial in the development of
Assessment Capable Visible Learners.

Teaching and Learning
As part of the School’s annual self review, teachers assess the School’s and their own performance in each of the four strands of Visible Learning:

Inspired and
Passionate Teachers

The Visible Learner

Know Thy Impact

Feedback

Staff Survey - Visible Learning
Since our first Staff Survey in 2014, the results have improved each year and are reflected in our students’ improved academic performance.

Legend:
This is common-place and systematically embedded in the school
This exists within the school but couldn't yet be considered common-place or systematic
Where this exists it is in very small pockets, an exception to the rule
This is not established practice in our school
We can't make a judgement – we need more information

The Visible Learner
The observable characteristics demonstrated by Assessment Capable Visible Learners.
2014
Our students feel it is ok to say 'I don’t know' or 'I need help'
Our students are engaged and active participants in the learning process
Our strategic plan incorporates a focus on developing assessment capable visible learners
Our instructional leaders promote visible learning within the school
Our students can explain the assessments they take, where they are at and their next learning steps
Data we have collected about the learning characteristics of our students informs and drives our professional development program
Our staff and team meetings focus on how to develop the characteristics of assessment capable, visible learners
Lesson plans show deliberate efforts to develop assessment capable, visible learners
We know, from the students' perspective, the impact of timetabling and streaming / tracking decisions on student learning
Senior staff carry out regular walkthroughs and observations
Senior staff walkthroughs and observations include a focus on how the learners are learning (rather than how the teachers are teaching)
Our appraisal system includes gathering student voice and/or include observations of the ways students are learning (rather than the teachers teaching)
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2016

Know Thy Impact
The School’s systematic use of data to track and monitor academic progress.
Our teachers are comfortable sharing achievement and progress data

2014

2016

Staff take shared responsibility for addressing any achievement concerns
The impact we are having and aspire to have on student achievement is reflected in strategic planning documents
Our school self-review is based on what we know about our impact on student achievement at the class, teacher and school level
There is a person or team in our school who has explicit responsibility for ensuring student success
The person/ team responsible for monitoring progress does so throughout the year and over time and makes this available to teachers
Our student management system records useful data that is used to monitor and interpret achievement patterns and compare this to targets we have set
We disaggregate the data to analyze the impact we are having on different groups of students
Our professional development program is focused on the identified needs, based on the impact we are having at student, class, teacher and school level
We routinely analyze the impact we are having on individuals and groups of students (using effect sizes) at regular staff and team meetings
The professional development program assists teachers to solve instructional problems, interpret events in progress and test hypotheses
Teachers systematically use data and evidence to plan their lessons and next learning steps
Lesson plans make the learning intentions and success criteria clear
We gather and analyze data about the impact class placements (streaming/ tracking) has on student achievement
We plan our walkthroughs and observations based on the student and teacher needs we have agreed we are focussing on
We use data from walkthroughs and observations to inform our professional development program
Through our appraisal system we consider the impact each teacher is having on student learning

Inspired and Passionate Teachers
Teacher characteristics that research proves leads to enhanced student engagement and subsequent academic achievement.
Teachers deliberately and actively create a climate of trust in their classrooms and develop effective teacher-student relationships
Teachers feel it is ok to take risks, to say 'I don't know' or 'I need help' Our strategic plans show a deliberate strategy for raising teacher
capability based on research of what makes the greatest difference to student learning
Somebody has responsibility for monitoring the mindframes of teachers and the levels of relational trust between staff in the school
Multiple methods of assessment are used by teachers including diagnostic, formative and summative assessments
The professional development program is based on a knowledge of what and how teachers are teaching
Staff and team meetings provide opportunities for teachers to plan and problem-solve collaboratively
Targets are set as part of team and staff meetings
Teachers collaboratively plan series of lessons with learning intentions and success criteria
The timetable allows for opportunities for teachers to meet to plan and moderate assessments
Our timetabling processes allow groups who need to meet to have the time to do so
We deliberately look for and give feedback on different aspects of the profile of inspired and passionate teaching including teachers as activators
and adaptive learning experts
Our appraisal system includes teachers setting goals and targets based on student achievement data and student feedback

Feedback
Effective feedback from teacher to student, as well as from student to teacher and home to school.
Our school culture encourages students to actively seek feedback from their teacher and peers
The students in the school have a voice and believe they're listened to
Our strategic planning and self-review program incorporates feedback from students, their families and staff
Our teachers receive feedback from a person with allocated responsibility to do this
Teachers use information from student assessments as feedback about the effectiveness of their teaching
Teachers have the opportunity to learn about the different levels of feedback and how to build a culture in the classroom where feedback is welcomed and valued
Student voice / feedback is woven into staff and team meetings
Teachers plan lessons which allow for regular feedback to students
Our school systems allow teachers to be observed by their peers and seniors
Walkthroughs and observations sometimes focus on the type and quality offeedback being received by students
We give teachers feedback as part of the appraisal process
We seek and respond to student feedback as part of the appraisal process
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Academic
Achievement

2016 Higher School Certificate Results

AISM Year 12 students were once again recognised for their academic achievement in their HSC studies which resulted in over one in five AISM
students achieving an Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR) greater than 80 and almost one in four achieving an ATAR greater than 70 out
of a maximum of 99.95.

HSC and ATAR
2016 AISM Year 12 Results - Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR)
ATAR

% of cohort

Cumulative %

90s

9%

9%

80s

13%

22%

70s

4%

26%

Edly Elias
ATAR 94

Vere Michiels
ATAR 89

Teo Whey Qi
ATAR 93

Lynnette Too
ATAR 88

Despite having a very small cohort of only 23 students in Year 12 (compared to 35 in 2015), four of our students were recorded on the 2016
BOSTES NSW Distinguished Achievers List for scoring a Band 6 or equivalent, which is a score greater than 90 points out of 100 for a subject.

2016 BOSTES NSW Distinguished Achievers List from AISM
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Edly Elias

Business Studies
Economics
English as a Second Language

Teo Whey Qi

Economics
English Extension 1
Geography

Lynnette Too

Business Studies
English Extension 1

Vere Michiels

English as a Second Language

AISM Graduate Destinations
AUSTRALIA

MALAYSIA

THE WORLD

33%

12%

55%

Over 33% of AISM graduates were
accepted into universities in Australia.

Over 12% of AISM graduates were
accepted into universities in Malaysia.

• The University of Melbourne
• Monash University
• RMIT
• Australian National University
• University of NSW

• Monash University
• Deakin University
• Taylor’s University

Almost 55% of AISM graduates were
accepted into universities around the
world.
• United Kingdom
• United States of America
• Canada
• New Zealand
• South Korea

Outstanding International Schools’ Assessment (ISA) Results
Students in Years 3 to 10 have once again
outperformed their international peers in almost
every category of the testing. The assessments are
set and marked externally by the Australian Council
for Educational Research (ACER) and in 2016, AISM
students competed against 75,000 students in
over 340 schools around the world.
AISM is currently using the ISA data to monitor
individual student and cohort data so that we can
adjust our teaching to address any identified areas
of need. In comparing 2015 and 2016 data our
students have improved, or maintained their
previous high standard, in almost all areas.

2016 ISA Data in NAPLAN Format
Year Group

Mathematical
Literacy

Reading

379

Writing
Task A

353

Writing
Task B

398

449

2016
Year 3

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

335

327

279

257

375

363

397

391

2016
Year 4

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

384

377

334

316

416

406

432

427

2016
Year 5

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

427

381

361

470

455

480

438

404

476
436

423

415

516

479

463

499

483

527

All
467
557

2016
Year 6

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Note:
Similar = average of schools with students from
statistically similar socio-educational backgrounds

473

464

431

406

496

480

499

489

2016
Year 7

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

507

509

478

457

531

517

538

525

All = average of all international schools participating
in the ISA tests in this year

2016
Year 8

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

533

529

509

489

555

540

559

550

2016
Year 9

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

556

555

547

524

582

565

591

576

2016
Year 10

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

Similar

All

569

573

572

552

591

578

605

595

= substantially above (>20 points higher)
= above (10-20 points higher)
= close to (<10 points difference)
= below (10-20 points higher)
= substantially below (>20 points higher)

549

503

564

536

529

578

558

549

580

556

593

593

536

612

594

614
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Academic
Highlights

Our students excelled academically on a national, regional and global stage. We
extended our young explorers with competitions that challenged their capabilities and
helped them reach their potential. AISM students participated in:

International competitions:
· F1 in schools · CMA Olympiad · Technovation Challenge
· Young ICT Challenge · Asia Pacific Forum for Science · THIMUN
· Australian Computational and Linguistics Olympiad
· Australian Mathematics Trust (AMT) Mathematics Challenge
· Australian Mathematics Olympiad · Australian Mathematics Challenge (AMC)
· Australian Mathematics Challenge for Young Australians (MCYA) Competition
·Australasian Problem Solving Mathematical Olympiads (APSMO)
· Bebras Australia Computational Thinking Challenge
· Language Perfect · Australian Geography Challenge

ICAS Competitions:

· Digital Technologies
· Science Assessments
· Writing Assessments
· English Assessments
· Mathematics

School academic celebrations:
· Pi Day
· STEM showcase
· Spelling Bee
· Poetry Recital
· ELC Music Morning
· Language Week
· World Water Day
· Character and Book
Week Parade

Interschool competitions
within Malaysia:

· AIMS Mathematics
Challenge

· KL Novel Knockout
· WSC KL Regional Round

Global academic competitions:
in various countries

· Australia
· USA
· Taiwan
· Singapore
· Thailand
· Malaysia

WSC Regional, Global & Tournament of Yale
CMA Arithmetic International
Olympiad Competition, Singapore
Chee Sung Chan (Year 2) won 1st Prize for
Online Mathematics & 2nd Prize for Mental &
Abacus Arithmetic category.
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Winning a grand total of 127 medals, this year the AISM Scholaroos
set the bar high and have created a reputation as the school to
beat in the World Scholar's Cup KL Regional Round, among a total
of 3400 scholars from 50 countries. The win qualified the team for
the Tournament of Champions at Yale University, USA where they
won 6 Gold and 9 Silver medals.

Technovation Challenge & Australian
ICT Young Explorers Challenge

Year 6 AIMS (Association of International
Malaysian Schools) Mathematics Challenge

Megan Yap, Mia Tan, Tania Thong and Emily Tan from
Year 6 created a mobile App designed to help people
donate unwanted items to charitable organisations. Their
innovative creative qualified them for the semi-finals of
the Technovation Challenge, which is a competition open
to girls from around the globe. The students presented
their design at the Australian ICT Young Explorers
Challenge, placing fourth out of 50 finalists in the Years 5
and 6 division.

Megan Yap, Mia Tan, Tania Thong and Louisa Wolf
(Year 6) won the Year 6 Challenge Winner trophy,
demonstrating our students’ ability to apply their
understanding of advanced mathematical concepts to
real-life mathematical and engineering problems.

Language Perfect World Championships

Asia-Pacific Forum for Science, Taiwan

AISM achieved the global ranking of 147 out of 1111
schools. In total , AISM gained 64 certificates with three
Elite awarded to students Taitsu Masunaga, Chua Kah Hoe
and Yhi Lim, seven Gold, four Silver and a Bronze award.

Ashley Boudeville, Alexander Kam, Airyl Shazli, Qi Lin
Kong, Samuel Wong were chosen to represent
Malaysia by the National Association for Gifted
Children Malaysia (NAGCM) in this forum represented
by 12 other countries.

SEA F1 in Schools Competition
Year 8 Design and Technology students the Fastest Car Award, Engineering Award, Knock-Out Award, Team Identity Award and Overall 2nd place
for XLR8 Award.
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Co-Curricular
Highlights

Our school has a comprehensive Co-Curricular Program of more than 70 activities per semester
in sports, music, performing arts and academics. Six students were inducted into the Hall of
Excellence for their achievements in Swimming, Cross Country, Horse Riding, Athletics and
Chess. This year, AISM students participated in:

Performing Arts events:

Sport events:

· 3 music & drama showcases

· swimming carnivals
· athletics carnivals
· cross country
· ELC to Year 2 Games Day
· AISM Family Triathlon
· Kenanga Interschool Triathlon

· 2 productions
· 1 major concert (AISM Rocks)
· Creative Arts Week
· Art & Photography exhibition

More than 26 ISAC competitions:
· soccer
· athletics
· cross country
· softball
· badminton · basketball
· swimming
· rugby
1 ISAC record for discus

More than 66 interschool games
in Malaysia:
· MSSS Swimming · rugby
· netball
· badminton
· soccer
· basketball
· touch football
· triathlon

MANZA (Malaysian, Australian
and New Zealand Association)
Ball, a gala dinner which
showcased our Year 8 and 9
Band as part of the entertainment
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Young Musicians of Association
of International Malaysian
Schools (AIMS) Competition

Australian International School
Association (AISA) Games,
Hong Kong
· netball
· rugby
· football

6 visits from international artists
· renowned authors
· rap artist
· poet
· illustrator

· basketball
· swimming

International Schools Athletic
Conference (ISAC) Athletics Carnival

Australian International Schools
Association (AISA) Hong Kong Games

The School won Gold medals in Athletics (Discus,
Shotput, Javelin) with Ashley Boudeville achieving an
ISAC record for Discus.

AISM finished 3rd at this year’s event in Hong Kong.
Eight other Australian International Schools from the
region competed in this competition. AISM students
won 28 medals overall, including two Gold medals for
swimming.

HairSpray! The Musical Middle and Senior CCA Production

MANZA Ball

Forty-one students from the Middle and Senior
School performed 'Hairspray' to an enthralled
audience for two nights.

“The Cruisers”, made up of students from Years 8 and
9 CCA Music Group, performed at the annual MANZA
Ball.
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Visiting Artists

from around the world:

Australian Storyteller,
Jenni Cargill-Strong
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Australian Picture Book Author,
Peter Carnavas

American author and environmentalist,
Steve Swinburne

British/Nigerian Rap Artist, Breis

Australian silk artist and illustrator,
Kim Michelle Toft

British Performance Poet,
Paul Cookson

School
Camps

School Camp Activities:
Promoting practical and active learning experiences

Our camp experience program for Year 3 to Year 12 is designed to help our students build a sense
of community, become more independent and responsible, and learn how to work cooperatively
with others.

Junior School Camps for Years 3, 4 and 5

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Horse riding, outdoor sports,
hiking, obstacle course

Wall climbing, abseiling, flying fox,
hiking, kayaking, outdoor sports

Low ropes skills course,
survival and team building
skills

Eagle Ranch, Port Dickson

Swiss Garden, Damai Laut

Broga, Paradise Valley

Middle and Senior School Camps for Years 6 to 10

Year 6
Year 6

Year 7

Flying fox, rafting, water confidence,
abseiling, caving, service learning

Kayaking, high ropes, obstacle course,
hiking, abseiling, service learning

Taman Negara, Pahang

Teluk Batik, Lumut
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Middle and Senior School Camps for Years 6 to 10

Year 8

Year 9

Ropes, tree climbing, kayaking, rock
climbing, marine hike, flying fox, dragon
boating, service learning

Remote camping, group problem solving,
team building, leadership skills, service
learning

Krabi, Thailand

Cambodia

Year 10
Cycling, group problem solving,
leadership skills, service learning
Vietnam

Years 11 and 12 Young Leaders Camps

Year 11

Year 12

Team building, leadership and survival
skills, orienteering, raft building, canoeing,
camp cooking, net fishing, obstacle course,
nature awareness, sketching, first aid,
sheep mustering, Aboriginal culture and
early settler history

Customised residential leadership
experience, teamwork and teambuillding,
public speaking workshops

Trinity College, The University of Melbourne
Outback and Coastal, Western Australia
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Service
Learning

Chin Student Organisation (CSO)

The Lost Towel Project

• The Chin students visited our School every fortnight
providing them the opportunity to experience student life at
AISM. Working with our students, they built literacy skills,
participated in lessons using technology including iPads.
• Hosted their Annual Chin Sports Day and Annual Dinner.

Supported the sale of towels embroidered with names by
mothers of Chin families during school events. This helped
to create a safe and sustainable way for Chin families from
Myanmar to earn an income.

Enriching our students’ learning
In our mission to create global leaders of the future, service learning helps build students’ awareness of the world around them, both
on a global, national and community level.
AISM’s Service Learning program is integrated into our teaching and learning. This provides students with authentic experiences for
applying their learning, supports our global community and develops student leadership in tackling global issues, encouraging
communication, tolerance and understanding.

The Matilda Project and Sabah Trip

Giving Tree Assembly

AISM community raised RM 61,352.46 for the Matilda
Project through the Walkathon and other fundraising
activities. The funds were raised to support the Asrama Desa
Pukak hostel which accommodates approximately 30 rural
children in Sabah. The children who stay at the hostel have
to walk long distances to attend school. Staying at the hostel
means they can attend school regularly and complete their
primary education.

AISM students and their families generously donated gifts
and goodies during Christmas to approximately 80 children
aged 3 to 17 through the Good Shepherd Organisation,
Kajang.
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Career & Pathway
Planning
Careers Research Project & Futurewise Services
In addition 39 students in Year 10 took part in our annual Careers Research Project, spending a
week investigating the world of work. 16 students also took the opportunity to join our Futurewise
careers service, including a psychometric profile and ongoing careers support until their 21st
birthday.

Tamara Burns from Colorado State University (CSU), USA.

Dr Mark Edwards, Head of Psychology from Bond University.

Exposure to different pathways and university options
In 2016 we were proud to welcome 59 universities and institutions of higher learning from
around the world to our school. Representatives engaged with our students and parents through a
combination of demonstrations, fairs, workshops and lectures.

Others
Singapore

2

3

Malaysia

8

Australian

21

Europe

2

University Visits
from All Over
the World

United States

8

United Kingdom
18
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Facilities &
Resources
AISM continued to provide facilities services and resources required to the AISM community, ensuring a safe and comfortable environment.
Some highlights in 2016 include:

Point of Sales (POS) system
was adopted in the Uniform
Shop to improve the accounting
and payment process.

ICT training sessions were
organised for parents (Google
Calendar Training Session, ICT
Parent Workshops).

This online payment service
was introduced so that parents
can pay their school bills using
secure Internet and mobile
banking channels of banks
across Malaysia.

The Parents’ Association
purchased an air-quality reader
to make it easier for the
Leadership Team to monitor haze
conditions at our school campus.

New ID Cards were issued in
order to tighten security and
increase the safety of students
on campus.

Google Classrooms was introduced
for teachers, students and parents.
The App helps save time, keep
classes organised and improve
communications.

The Construction of the new car park
commenced to improve parking
facilities for parents and staff.
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Professional
Development

A weekly Wednesday morning Professional Development program was introduced for all
teaching staff in Term 4. Academic staff attended sessions focused on effective use of IT
in the classroom, emergency medical care, effective feedback, the use of Visible Thinking
Routines, as well as sessions dedicated to Faculty and Stage-based learning dialogues.
Other professional development opportunities included:

Visible Learning Training
Dr Shaun Hawthorne, Educational Consultant with Cognition Education presented to staff on the
topic of ‘Creating Effective Assessments for Teaching and Learning Using the SOLO Taxonomy’.
The SOLO Taxonomy framework is being used by teachers to create effective and reliable
formative and summative assessments so that student learning can be accurately tracked.

Developing Rubrics
Patricia Hipwell, a highly regarded literacy consultant from Australia, returned to continue her
work with staff on developing rubrics. Rubrics are an essential way for students to develop the
attributes of Assessment Capable Visible Learners. The clear success criteria outlined in a
rubric allows students to make informed judgements about the standard of their work and
identify the steps required to improve its quality.

Speaker Engagements
• Taylor’s Holistic Education Symposium
• Private & International School Fair
• Mathematical Association of New
South Wales Annual Conference

Head of Junior School, Graeme Naftel speaks at the
Private & International School Fair
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Taylor’s Holistic Education
Symposium

AISM hosted 220 teachers, educators and
leaders from 25 Member Schools in a
conference that aimed to provide quality
professional development courses to
teachers in Malaysia. The conference ran
sessions on identifying learning needs and
providing targeted interventions to
improve primary student outcomes,
developing a teacher’s toolkit to facilitate
21st century learning and the use of
technology to develop reflective learners.

Ph
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Inaugural AIMS Conference

The Principal spoke on a panel and the Head
of Junior School, Mr Graeme Naftel and Junior
School teachers, Annabelle Larkworthy and
Elliot Roberts delivered a presentation titled
Authentic Holistic Learning: An Australian
Approach to International Success and
Wellbeing. The 3-day event was attended by
500 delegates featured renowned speakers
from 8 countries.
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• Teach Meet Conference attended by
78 teachers from participating schools.

Teach Meet Conference
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Community
Engagement

The School came together in various events and activities organised to nurture
the sense of community. Some events organised by the School include:

Teambuilding Day- A day
of building school spirit
and leadership skills
across all year levels.

10 Health Talks organised

by Health Services for
parents, students and staff.

International Day brings our
community together to celebrate
our cultural diversity and
common humanity, through
cultural games and activities.

A Vaccination Program
run through the school’s
Health Services

Family Fun Day

Father’s Day Breakfast

The Parents’ Association is an integral part of the
School. Their efforts help build a community that
cares for each other, from the initial settling in
process and beyond. By setting up language groups,
organising community events such as coffee
mornings, bake sales and supporting the school and
social events, the PA aims to ensure all members of
the school community feel welcome. Events
organised for the community include:

Trivia Night

AISM Family Triathlon
More than 95 participants were
involved in swimming, cycling and
running where parents, students and
staff could “give it a go”.
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AISM Family
Triathlon

Mother’s Day Stall

Other PA Activities (bake
sales and cool off
stations during sport
events)

Family Fun Day

Mother’s Day Stall

Families took part in activities such as the
three-legged race, water balloon relay and
Tug-of-War. There were dance and music
activities and a Sausage Sizzle.

Parents set up stalls selling simple
jewelry, food items and bookmarks for
students to buy as a token of appreciation
for the special ladies in their lives.

Strategic Goals

Teaching, Learning and Reporting
Teachers will be demonstrating Visible Learning (VL) and Visible Thinking (VT)
pedagogies in their classrooms and students will be able to indicate what success
looks like for them in each subject. From 2017, each student will receive two
Standardised Diagnostic Reports and two Parent-Student-Teacher Conferences
throughout the year in addition to two Semester Reports.

Student Wellbeing and Character Building
All students in the upper Junior School and the Middle and
Senior School will have increased opportunities for
leadership development and inter-school sporting
competitions and there will be increased opportunities for
students to improve their swimming skills through the
Barracuda Swim Club and the PDHPE lessons.

Staff Quality
In addition to the weekly professional development, teacher professional
development will focus on the incorporation of Positive Psychology, into their
ways of working with students and peers, and on Child Protection and Crisis
Management. The academic and non-academic Middle Leaders across
AISM and non-native English speaking staff will be provided with targeted
professional development to improve their professional capabilities.

AISM Reputation
AISM will work with a new Digital Agency to provide the
School with enhanced analysis of the School’s digital
enquiries. Marketing materials and the AISM website will
be targeted to promote the benefits of Visible Learning as a
whole-school pedagogical platform. The new AISM Car
Park will be completed and building of the new outdoor
multi-purpose court should have commenced.

Operational Sustainability
The entire school community will be using the tap in and tap out process
when entering and leaving the School and the maintenance of all property
registered in the School will be actioned and recorded through an
electronic system. To ensure the high-quality provision of student
services, a full review of the services provided by the catering and bussing
providers will take place and the new multi-purposes court will be
commenced.
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